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jPublic transport in Chongqing 

is way more than just going 

from point A to point B – it’s an 

adventure in itself 

BY JAMIE FULLERTON

PHOTOGRAPHY MATJAŽ TANČIČ
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journeys
metro station that seems to have emerged out of 
nowhere, a 13-storey-high pedestrian bridge and some 
of the country’s trickiest roads wrapped around 
pedal-punishing inclines – it’s all in a day’s commute in 
the south-west Chinese city of Chongqing.

Located in a highly mountainous region, Chongqing’s transport 
chiefs have had to think outside the box to help its 8.1 million residents 
navigate the undulating landscape. This has resulted in some 
intriguing and sometimes head-scratching urban planning decisions.

Unsurprisingly, photos, videos and articles about Chongqing’s 
madcap transport have gone viral online. I braved the city’s six-
showers-a-day summer swelter to see which were worth visiting.

ABOVE: GET READY 

FOR A RUGGED RIDE 

ON CHONGQING’S 

CRT TRAIN

me
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1
GATEWAY TO GHOST TOWN

Caojiawan metro station – an almost deserted sandy scrubland 
with three foliage-strewn metro exits poking through the 

ground – would be a great location to fi lm a post-apocalyptic movie.
The station was built in February in anticipation of the 

forthcoming housing set to be built by Chongqing’s Dragon Lake Real 
Estate company. With so much of central Chongqing packed with 
high-rise residential buildings, there is much construction going on 
in places such as Caojiawan to provide more housing options. 

But during my hour-long visit, I see no more than fi ve people enter 
or exit the station’s sole functioning entry point. The others are 
locked shut, seemingly sacrifi ced to the creeping local greenery 
before they had the chance to taste a commuter’s shoe. Not 
surprisingly, after photos of it went viral, CNN called it “China’s 
loneliest station”.

A domestic worker in the only house visible from the station – a 
rickety old farmhouse standing on an area set for redevelopment 
– tells me that she expects the building she works in to be demolished 
within a year. Better get fi lming that post-apocalyptic movie fast. 

GET THERE Caojiawan station is on Chongqing CRT Line 6, a 
50-minute ride north from Xiaoshizi station.
WORTH THE TRIP? Yes – it’s an Instagram “like” bomb.

CLOCKWISE FROM 

TOP: THE 

CAOJIAWAN METRO 

STATION CURRENTLY 

ONLY HAS ONE 

ENTRY POINT; A LIFT 

THAT’S NOT YET IN 

USE; THE INTERIOR 

OF CAOJIAWAN 

METRO STATION; A 

SOLE COMMUTER 

MAKING HIS WAY 

INTO THE STATION
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2
BRIDGE ACROSS TOWN

Chongqing is known by many in China as 
the city of bridges, so it’s fi tting that the 

internet went into meltdown over one of its most 
interesting walkways in 2014. The 13-storey-
high pedestrian bridge in Yuzhong district, 
which connects two high-rise buildings, has 
some rather stomach-dropping views.

“I’m not afraid of heights. Only tourists get 
afraid,” says Zhang Li, 22, a fi nance worker 
who lives in one of the two connected buildings. 
But despite her confi dence, you really wouldn’t 
want to trip over your shoelaces when walking 
on this one.

The bridge is yet another bizarre but useful 
transport quirk designed to help cope with 
Chongqing’s dramatically hilly landscape. 
Taking the elevator to the 13th fl oor and walking 
across the bridge gets you to Jiafangbei, 
Chongqing’s city centre area, more quickly than 
having to climb the incline via the normal roads 
– it’s highly functional, albeit a bit scary.

Standing on the bridge, two tourists from 
Beijing say they are more captivated than 
scared, lauding the unique architecture of hilly 
Chongqing. The building managers, meanwhile, 
have cottoned on to how convenient the 
walkway is for accessing Jiafangbei, charging 
people two yuan each to use it.

GET THERE 13/F Building A, Xinlong 
Garden, between Xinhua Road and 
Wuyi Road.
WORTH THE TRIP? Yes – it’s the best two 
yuan you’ll spend in Chongqing.
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 “There just 
isn’t room 

on the 
ground so 
we have to 

think about 
going under, 
over, or – in 

this case 
– straight 
through”

3
VANISHING TRAIN

A train passing through the seventh fl oor of a 
residential building is certainly not something 

you see every day.
“Our city is very heavily built upon and that can 

make fi nding room for roads and railway lines a real 
challenge,” transport spokesperson Yuan Cheng 
said in 2014, in defence of this highly unusual move. 
“Sometimes there just isn’t room on the ground, so 
we have to think about going under, over or – in this 
case – straight through.”

The Liziba station was built in 2002 but it is only 
recently that train drivers have begun using their 
horns here, to warn photo-hungry tourists leaning 
over the railings.

And what do the residents of the building think of 
all the commotion? Zeng Yongchang, an elderly 
former police offi  cer who owns an apartment with a 
rooftop garden that the train runs directly over, 
says that he doesn’t have problems with his home 
being a tourist hot spot – except during summer. 
“During school vacation lots of students come, and 
the horn is used hundreds of times a day,” he says 
with a shrug as a train rattles over our heads.

GET THERE Liziba station is on Line 2 of the 
CRT, located centrally.
WORTH THE TRIP? Absolutely – even if just 
for the views of the river from the train.
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5
ROOFTOP ROUTE

I meet Ye Jing, a 33-year-old 
hairdresser, relaxing in the shade on 

the sixth-fl oor roof of Ju Feng Jiang Shan Li, 
a building in Chongqing’s Nan’an district that 
has a tree-lined road on top of it.

Swigging a can of soda next to the road, Ye 
seems mildly bored by my presence – he has 
already been interviewed multiple times by 
journalists visiting the road after photos of it 
got the internet in a tizzy last June. “I fi nd 
this road ordinary,” he says, showing me a 
video on his smartphone of him being 
interviewed for Chinese TV.

The rooftop road was built to allow 
residents to access the winding streets that 
curl around the back of the building, but 
netizens have speculated about the potential 
dangers of a road being next to a six-storey 
drop. This element of danger adds some buzz 
to seeing it for real, though there are no 
smartphone-wielding tourists here. 

GET THERE Ju Feng Jiang Shan Li is 
found at 1 Hai Tang Xi Xin Jie.
WORTH THE TRIP? Check out the 
photos that got everyone worked up 
online, but perhaps give visiting it a miss.

4
OVERPASS OF NO RETURN

After its completion last May, the 
Huangjuewan overpass network, located 

around 20km north-east of Chongqing city centre, 
quickly earned the title of “the craziest interchange 
in the world” in the BBC.

The 20-ramp, fi ve-layer system intimidates the 
best of motorists. “Who says that this saves time?” 
wrote one netizen. “If you take the wrong ramp 
you’ll be taking a day-long vacation.” In its defence, 
Liu Bangjun, designer of the system, says it had to 
be that complicated because it connects three 
diff erent highways all going in diff erent directions.

It looks like a spectacular spaghetti mess from 
above, but when approaching it in a taxi it doesn’t 
look quite as madcap. “Even if you go the wrong 
way, you only have to go around one kilometre or 
even just 500 or 600 metres before there is an 
option to correct the wrong turn,” a Chongqing 
transport offi  cial told Chinese state media.

Still, as we approach the centre of the sprawl, we 
remember the aerial images, lose our nerve and 
head back to the city.

GET THERE Ask a cabbie to take you to 
Huangjuewan Li Jiao Qiao in Nan’an District – 
and wait for the justifi ed look of bemusement.
WORTH THE TRIP? Not if you ever want to 
get home.
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Hong Kong Airlines flies 
to Chongqing daily. For 
more information, visit 
hongkongairlines.com

Chongqing has a huge amount 
of overnight stay options, 
ranging right through from 
extremely cheap hostels to high-
end luxury international brand 
hotels, plus Airbnb options.

The Aspire team stayed 
as guests of the Regent 
Chongqing, a recently opened 
luxury hotel in the city’s 
Jiangbeizui business district. 
The hotel is a 30- to 40-minute 
drive from Chongqing Jiangbei 
International Airport and a 
10-minute walk from the Grand 
Theatre metro station on Line 
6. Among other facilities, it has 
a gym, spa, a swimming pool, 
high-end restaurants and a 
popular terrace bar overlooking 
the Yangtze River.

regenthotels.com/regent-
chongqing; +86 023 8908 8888

6
SLIDE TO THE SHOPS

This is a bumpy ride, but infi nitely more fun than the 
prospect of getting lost in a massive fi ve-layer overpass 

network for a day.
While the curly slide in Chongqing’s Bailian Shanghai Mall was 

seemingly made purely as a fun ride rather than to help solve the 
city’s transportation problems, it has received more attention 
than all of the other locations in this feature – a video of someone 
plummeting down it has garnered over 900,000 views.

The four-storey slide, which takes around 12 seconds to zip 
down, costs 30 yuan per ride and you’re not allowed to carry bags 
while using it, which could be an issue if you’re doing any 
shopping in the shopping mall. Staff  will look after your 
belongings, but you’ll have to go back up four fl oors in order to 
retrieve them.

The ride is fast and spine-knobblingly bumpy – and way more 
thrilling than standing on an escalator.  

GET THERE Bailian Shanghai Mall is at 32 Nanping Xi Road. 
Head to the fourth fl oor.
WORTH THE TRIP? Yes, if you’re in the area, although 
many other Chongqing thrills last longer than 12 seconds.

WHERE TO STAY

Chongqing / 
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